
Inclusion of Hijra issue in National 

Textbooks: the discussion has started in 

Bangladesh 
Anisul Islam Hero, Chairperson, Bandhu speaks in an orientation session on including chapters about transgender people in school textbooks to 

create a positive impression through highlighting real history & culture of Hijra among mass people, organized by Bandhu Social Welfare 

Society at the capital's The Daily Star Centre. On his right are Dr Professor Ratan Siddique, Honorable Member, NCTB, Professor Narayan 

Chandra Saha, Chairman, NCTB, Ms. Lucky Inam, Activist and Shale Ahmed, Executive Director, and on his left is Robayet Ferdous, Associate 

Professor, Mass Communication Department, University of Dhaka. 

At a glance program:  

Title of the event: Orientation meeting with National Curriculum and Text Book Board 

Date: 18 June, 2016 

Venue: Conference Room, the Daily Star, Dhaka 

Total participants: 49 

Bandhu arranged first ever orientation program with National Curriculum and Text Book Board (NCTB) 

under the Ministry of Education on 18th June at Daily Star conference room, Dhaka. A total of 49 guests 

attended from NCTB and different educational institutes who are directly affiliated with NCTB. The 

major objective of that program was to have clear and correct information about the Hijra Community 

and outlining the way forward by including the hijra issue in national curriculum and textbook. 

 

 

 

Professor Narayan Chondro Saha, Chairman, National Curriculum and Text Board as Chief Guest, 

Professor Dr. Ratan Siddique, Member, textbook, NCTB and Ms. Lucky Inam, prominent artist and 

activist was there as Special Guest. In addition, a group of Hijra community people was there challenges 

on rights, health and livelihood opportunities. On behalf of Bandhu Mr. Anisul Islam Hero, Chairperson, 

Bandhu was there to deliver welcome speech.    

 

Welcome Remarks: 

On 18th June 2016, Anisul Islam Hero, Chairperson of Bandhu Social Welfare Society inaugurated the 

session with Cordial thanks to everyone. He mentioned that “we, as an organization, have been working 



with this community since last two decades. Today we are so happy to see that there are many 

researchers in this room. I would like to start by sharing a recent experience that we visited Geneva in a 

program where we met the representative from Nepal. We came to know that, Nepal has already 

inserted the topic related to hijra in their national text curriculum. I have visited many countries and 

witnessed that Bangladesh is far behind in the development regarding this community. We believe that 

the recognition of third gender by the Government in 2013 is a milestone and we can work on it 

together and bring the changes”. He emphasized that the discrimination and devalued about this 

community is started from the family. It is much needed to introduce more research about this 

community”.  

He concluded by seeking suggestions from everyone and expectation to come up with a productive 

discussion so that future generation especially students can have clear and correct information and 

understanding about this community through their formal education system. 

Objectives: 

The main objective of this program is to have clear and correct information about the Hijra Community 

and outlining the way forward in the development of hijra community by including the hijra issue in 

national curriculum and textbook, shared by Umme Farhana Zarif Kanta, Program Manager, Bandhu 

Social Welfare Society. 

Presentation and Documentary screening: 

Shale Ahmed, Executive Director of Bandhu Social Welfare Society shared a power point presentation 

about Hijra community outlining the recent developments, national & regional scenario and also 

involvement of Bandhu working with this community towards achievements. After the presentation a 

documentary film – titled “Will this Change” on level of stigma and discrimination faced by the Hijra 

community was screened.  

Speech by the Community members: 

Annonya Banik, a representative of hijra community said that, “I would like to start with the hope- third 

gender recognition by Govt. is clearly a milestone.” She mentioned that it is important that hijra culture 

and history should be known by everyone and therefore primary text book can be a very effective tool. 

She claimed that “we dont want to be the burden of the society, we want to be the wealth of the 

nation.” 

“We are human being, we all have to die, but when any hijra died, many questions raised specially in the 

context of religion. Why is this discrimination?” - questioned by Apon Hijra 

Ms. Boby, Shustho Jibon, Executive Director “i have worked closely with this community, I believe 

today’s program is very important, NCTB can help us by creating opportunity to access in the school and 

colleges.” 

“When I was in my family, I was living my life by wearing boy’s dress. I have completed till BSC third year 

in IT dept. but couldn’t complete the graduation yet”- Shard by Ms. Parboty. 



Ms. Shopna said, “long days back, I took one of my hijra fellow to the holy family hospital, but they 

asked for money before admission and unfortunately the patient was about to die and they do not even 

care. I was so annoyed and threw 10k on their face. This is very unfortunate and it happened just 

because we are hijras.” 

Open discussion:  

At this stage, the meeting was unfolded to the participants for their valuable comments. This session 

was moderated by Robaet Ferdous, associate professor, dept of Mass communication & Journalism, 

University of Dhaka. He started by saying that “we need to change the photos from text book as there 

are discriminations everywhere, stereo type idea, we also have to work more on female issues, and of 

course need to focus on hijra issue. Critical thinking is missing. He pointed that the beauty of democracy 

is diversity. University of Dhaka has included the hijra topics in their gender course along with male and 

female. Open University can be one of the suitable places for further inclusion of hijra topics in academic 

curriculum.  

-Md. Tanvir Ahsan, - Assistant Professor, Jahangirnagar University, Department of English, emphasis on 

the mental state of transgender people and also the effeminate male. 

-Representatives of special branch of Police mentioned that I was studying little bit before coming to 

this meeting.  The issue what comes up in my mind is national id card can one of the vital area which can 

be addressed. its important to include in the constitution and national id card as these are the citizens 

rights and this rights is for all irrespective of gender  

-Ms. Songita Imam, Vikarunnesa Noon School, the teacher should know more than the text book. It’s my 

opinion, the teacher training is very much important, how they portrays in the class room, that 

important. we can target curriculum for teachers training and insert the hijra issue topics 

-Ms. kotha, Socheton Nari Shilpo said that it is now the demand from everywhere that a correct census 

is needed for mapping hijra community in Bangladesh. 

-Mamunur Rashid raised the issue that proper acknowledgment of the social welfare ministry, ministry 

of social and family welfare is important. Govt. recognized Free online course in the website and also 

provide certificate among the members who successfully completed the course.   

-Mohuya liya Falia, Sr. Program Manager, Manusher Jonno Foundation – she talked about the social 

construction, breaking up this not so easy, regarding orlando incident, she said that its hard to adjust 

with the changes. it is much needed to bring dimensions in plan and programs, more campaigns and 

knowledge development area need to be addressed with high importance to bring changes. She 

mentioned that the dignity is decreasing; the dignity towards diversity is in challenges. The policy maker 

curriculum should also need to be reviewed. 

-Lucky Inam, a prominent drama artist said that in most of the TV drama we see that the hijra’s are 

represented as a comedian but no one looks into the background of their shiny lifestyle. A silent scream 

towards the society can not be ignored so easily.  



- Razzak Hawlader, Project Director (Livelihood Program) and Director of Social Welfare Department 

stated that “we are working on the framing of plan and program mostly, but I felt a special regulation is 

needed for this marginalized community. He said that only Govt.  We cannot do everything alone, 

everyone should come forward. 

-Tanisha, a student of private university shared her experiences that “I was passing by Banani crossing 

and met some hijra. I took them in a restaurant, everyone was talking about me, from there i started 

working alone and speak with them and I got impressed by their gesture, after that, in a social media 

and posted this and a debate started among my friends, i think if we can started involving students with 

the community, I would be a very good idea for social movement.”  

-Rahul Raha, Senior Journalist, RTV said that “today i am sensitized, its a learning session for me, i would 

like to make news, if we could report this program in our channel, it would be wonderful. He said that 

value is very important and also express willingness to work with this community in future.  

-NCTB representatives said before coming to the text, social security is needed to be ensured, media is 

also very important. So many works has done in both individual level and organization level. It needs 

time. In general, we used to say that hijra is a disorder, but we need to change our mind setup first, this 

is biologically evolved, not a problem. 

Speech of Special Guest (s): 

 Lucky Inam, prominent artist talked about the superstitions among the mass people about hijra 

community. She said that, we are the guardian who creates the problem first. She mentioned that we 

need to re think, everyone should have given the opportunity to take part , I always  see it positively. As 

an artist, I think immediately we should work on this area and we have to prepare our ground as 

working side by side together. For instance, she mentioned about a film, ‘common gender’. She also 

expressed her willingness to work with this community and support them as required.  

Professor Dr. Ratan Siddique, Member, Textbook, NCTB, started his speech with some precise and 

specific recommendations. He mentioned that NCTB is consistently working towards improvement and 

welfare for the country’s education despite of many limitations. Though it is always not possible to 

include everything in the text book but certainly it can be reviewed and modified.  

Professor Siddique also stated that sometimes topics inclusion in the text book may not bring the 

expected result. Now days, most of the students are memorizing the subject in order to secure good 

marks. However, he strongly recommended that the issue around hijra community can be inserted in 

the supplementary reading materials by which a student can get know about it better. He said that at 

present it will not be possible to include directly into the text book. It needs time and positive public 

opinion about this.  He also suggested that NCTB collaboratively can produce a manual for the teachers 

so that teachers are sensitized about the community and provide equal support and service irrespective 

of gender. 

Speech of Chief Guest:  

Professor Narayan Chondro Saha, Chairman, National Curriculum and Text Board (NCTB), Dhaka, 

Bangladesh said that-“I feel privileged today to have the opportunity to be attended in this valuable and 



unique meeting. I have an observation today, the word ‘hijra’ is considered as a taboo in the society. 

Therefore to change this, can we think about any other name instead of hijra. It is my personal opinion 

but it’s time to think.  

However, it’s not possible to develop any country by leaving behind any of your citizen or community. In 

order to achieve the National goal by 2041, it is very important of mainstreaming everyone into the 

growth of the nation. We need to create mass awareness among the society. This can be started by 

registering every child by their own sex and gender in the birth registration. Education must need to be 

ensured for all irrespective of sex or Gender. The family can play a very important role and have the 

responsibility and duty to address this issue. The constitutional guarantee is very important in this 

regard. They should be given certainty and assurance so that they can stay with their family. I believe 

this community can look after their parents more than any of us. From the very beginning, NCTB is 

always aware about the national welfare and ready to bring changes, review and include any part of 

they deem important and necessary. We are committed that NCTB will be always there with this 

initiative and welfare of this community.” 

In the closing Remarks Md. Fosiul Ahsan, Director of Program, Bandhu Social Welfare Society said that 

the repulsive attitude could be changed by including hijra issue in the text curriculum. hijra should also 

be grooming and we have been working with journalists, lawyers, faith leaders, we also planning to 

provide fellowship to the university students in order to prepare the ground. We have started working in 

the education. It has a multiple affect. The changes will not be happened in overnight. 

Even if a small paragraph with the identity about hijra community can be included in the text book, it 

would be so much fruitful. With all due respect inclusion as a supplementary reading text Bandhu will 

work collaboratively with NCTB and will address the recommendations. It’s all possible, if all of us come 

forward together. The place of the acceptability will be increased. 

Recommendations: 

The following are the key recommendations which can be drawn in the light of the discussions during 

the meeting. 

• Inclusion of hijra issues in the text book as separate session 

• Develop supplementary reading materials by NCTB to introduce Hijra culture and tradition as a 

part of Inclusion  

• Produce a training manuals on hijra issues in collaboration with NCTB and introduce the manual 

through teachers training programs in Bangladesh  

• Arrange training program to orient Teachers about hijra community 

• Engage and involve Artists who are willing to work for the development of hijra community 

• Involve and initiate sensitization program with media personnel, journalists and media 

gatekeepers about hijra community 

 

 

 



 


